Scaling is a general analytical framework used by many disciplines-from physics to biology and the social sciences-to characterize how populationaveraged properties of a collective vary with its size. The observation of scale invariance over some range identifies general system types, be they ideal gases, ecosystems or cities. The use of scaling in the analysis of cities quantifies many of their arguably fundamental general characteristics, especially their capacity to create interrelated economies of scale in infrastructure and increasing returns to scale in socio-economic activities. However, the measurement of these effects, and the relationship of observable parameters to theory, hinge on how scaling analysis is used empirically. Here, we show how two equivalent approaches to urban scaling-cross-sectional and temporallead to the measurement of different mixtures of the same fundamental parameters describing pure scale and pure temporal phenomena. Specifically, temporal exponents are sensitive to the intensive growth of urban quantities and to circumstances when population growth vanishes, leading to instabilities and infinite divergences. These spurious effects are avoided in cross-sectional scaling, which is more common and closer to theory in terms of quantitative testable expectations for its parameters.
Introduction
Scaling is a general analytical framework to model how aggregate properties of systems depend on measures of their size [1] . The use of scaling analysis is pervasive as a method across disciplines-physical, biological and social-starting with equations of state for gases and liquids [2] , to biological metabolism, to populations in ecology and anthropology [3, 4] and to the properties of firms and cities [5, 6] . In biology, and when applied to morphological quantities in other systems such as cities, scaling is often referred to as allometric, but in general scaling analysis also applies to other quantities such as social networks, energy dissipation or congestion.
When scale-invariance relative to measures of size (often expressed as power laws, including linearity) emerges as an average characteristic property of any of these systems, we speak of general system types, existing across scales, such as gases, organisms, ecosystems or cities. All these system types manifest different scaling relations, accounting for their specific nature; while sharing the common quantitative property that each type displays some average scaling characteristic. The empirical identification of scaling relations for specific system types is critical as the basis for theory in every domain, from thermodynamics (as equations of state [7] ), to biological metabolism [8, 9] , to ecological biodiversity [10] [11] [12] [13] or to network effects in human societies [14] [15] [16] [17] . This criticality is because scaling relations quantify the average, macroscopic effects of a set of common microscopic processes, be they laws of motion, interactions and conservation in liquids, gases, biological or social systems.
The application of scaling to cities has been particularly fertile recently as data in many urban systems throughout the world-past and present-have become increasingly available. Urban scaling analysis reveals how general nonlinear properties of how cities work, manifested as economies of scale, when certain quantities grow more slowly than city size (sublinearly) or as increasing returns to scale, when quantities grow faster than city size (superlinearly) [5] . Moreover, the scaling exponents characterizing these relationships, are fundamental to the study of urbanization, and have relatively simple interpretations. In addition, recent research suggests these general properties may characterize network effects in a diversity of human systems, from hunter-gatherer societies [4] to contemporary firms [18] . These discoveries provide an exciting context for developing a testable and predictive general science of cities. A number of theoretical models have been proposed as origins to superlinear scaling behaviours across cities [16, [19] [20] [21] [22] , but only some of these predictions actually give detailed predictions for exponent values. The proposed mechanisms relate social interactions driven by functional complementarities (e.g. division of labour) taking place over built spaces and subject to spatial costs of movement and rents. These general dynamics lead to network effects, with some fractal signatures associated with the structure of networks and spatial densities. By accounting for general patterns in urban areas, scaling analysis also identified their exceptions as residuals, which account for the unique history and specificity of each place [23] [24] [25] [26] . We note, however, that the importance of city scale (i.e. population size) as an important determinant of salient urban characteristics has long been noted in urban economics and geographers [27, 28] . Also in this paper, we focus on using the population as the fundamental size measure of cities, though a number of previous studies have also examined space as a key variable, including fractal dimensions of cities [29, 30] .
The apparent simplicity of scaling analysis hinges on methodological and empirical choices which are not always made fully explicit (but see [5, 16, 26, 31] ) and have been questioned in the literature [32] . The main issue concerns how best to isolate conserved (or at least slowly changing) parameters characterizing general fundamental urban effects against a background of growth or decay (in population and urban quantities themselves) and of specific contextual effects in different places. These phenomena illustrate the central issue addressed in this paper. For open-ended, complex systems such as cities, time, as well as population size (and possibly other scales), plays a critical role because these systems are not in equilibrium. Instead, cities typically experience exponential growth rates of several per cent a year. Moreover, at larger timescales, the development of human systems, urban or otherwise, has been characterized by growth, not stasis, particularly over the last several thousand years of the Holocene, the current geological epoch. This means that time, along with population size, must generally be considered as another essential variable. Analytical methods that can separate the effects of time from those of population size are therefore particularly important. They can point to a number of independent urban phenomena: extensive growth or decay, which is change as a result of variations in scale due to agglomeration or network scaling effects [5, 16, [33] [34] [35] ; and intensive growth or decay, change independent of scale, which is a fundamental target of economic theory [36] [37] [38] .
Two different approaches to scaling analysis illustrate how time and population effects can be combined or separated in terms of parameters estimated and their connection to theory. The most common approach to urban scaling, here referred to as cross-sectional, holds time constant and compares the properties of all cities in an urban system as a function of their population. Cross-sectional scaling, therefore, isolates elasticities of urban properties relative to population size at fixed times. These elasticities or scaling exponents take similar values in many different circumstances [5, 25, 26, [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] and are expected by theory to be stationary [16] , up to higher-order statistical corrections [46] . Temporal scaling is the orthogonal approach to the crosssectional procedure [32, 47] . It takes the trajectory in time of a specific quantity for a particular city and attempts to fit it using a power-law function of its population scale, which itself is changing in time. In this way, temporal scaling analysis attempts to compare the growth in urban quantities with the growth of the population. Although there is an exact mathematical mapping between the parameters of these two approaches, as shown below, temporal scaling parameters can manifest instabilities and divergences, specifically if intensive growth is at play and population growth is small or vanishing, which is characteristic of many cities, especially in high-income countries.
Even though examples of urban scaling are now common in the scientific literature [5, 33, 39, [48] [49] [50] [51] and precursors have existed for decades in urban economics and economic geography (see the supplement in [16] for a review), recently questions have arisen in comparing these two approaches for urban scaling analysis. In particular, we are not aware of any contribution that shows explicitly (in terms of a mathematical expression) how estimated exponents following the two different methods map onto each other. Here, we present a short and synthetic description of these two approaches to urban scaling, show some empirical examples from the recent literature and provide the equivalence mapping and properties of the exponents obtained by the two procedures. We aim to clarify that the two types of scaling behaviourcross-sectional and temporal-should not be expected to coincide as such a correspondence is not a general property of urban phenomena. Below, we derive the specific circumstances when this coincidence does happen and why.
Results
We now compare cross-sectional and temporal scaling analysis, to show their equivalence but also their separate meanings in terms of the parameters measured and their relation to general theoretical expectations about scaling of urban attributes. Before proceeding, we make a clarifying comment on methodology. The research design involving repeated observations of the same variables over a period, that is the combination of cross-sectional and time-series data, is quite common in economics, epidemiology, and psychology. But the analytical attention of panel estimation centres on controlling for the effects of omitted variables that differ across observational units or across time, and on controlling for heteroskedasticity within cross-sectional panels and time-series ensembles [52] [53] [54] . Here, we want to first highlight the difference between crosssectionally and temporally estimated parameters (scaling coefficients), and then clarify the relationship between two distinct ways in which scale can determine urban behaviours. By focusing attention on the effects of scale, we are intentionally omitting other variables which surely also influence urban characteristics; we do this in recognition of the importance of system size on system behaviour [55] .
Cross-sectional urban scaling
The main technical issue for urban scaling analysis is that there are (at least) two extensive scales with different characters: population size and time. Extensive here refers to the property of a variable to account for the size of the system (not necessarily linearly). Cross-sectional urban scaling is the most common procedure for urban scaling analysis, as it identifies parameters that are averages over the system of cities and their deviations at a fixed time, see [5, 26, 31] and supplement in [16] for examples. This procedure can be repeated at consecutive times to derive the time dependence of the same parameters. In this approach, we write any extensive urban quantity, Y, for a set of cities labelled i = 1, …, N c (N c is the number of cities in the urban system), cross-sectionally
at the same time t, to estimate scaling exponents, β(t), and prefactors Y 0 (t), see figure 1a . The prefactor subsumes the factors of size-independent effects, such as technology or institutional arrangements, which modulate how population size affects the baseline of attributes captured by the variable Y [56] . This analysis is then performed for every time period (usually consecutive years), t = 1, …, T, so that the time dependence of the population in each city, N i (t), and the prefactor, Y 0 (t), are tracked over time. Naturally, this also allows us to obtain the time dependence of the exponent β(t), see figure 1b, and the deviations from scaling for each city, ξ i (t) ( figure 1d ). In general, both population and the prefactor, Y 0 (t), are observed to vary exponentially in time,
with the corresponding stochastic growth Although extra congestion is not a fundamental quantity in urban scaling theory, congestion costs are typically predicted to scale with an exponent, β ≈ 7/6 to which the estimate seems to converge over the last decade; it remains an empirical question for future studies if this trend will continue. This specific value of the scaling exponent has the important property that congestion costs, even as they increase per capita with city size, remain a fixed fraction of the city's gross domestic product (the aggregate value of its economy). (c) Centred scaling, where the time variation of the centres has been subtracted so that all data clouds are centred at (0, 0) (yellow square). This procedure creates a single parameter estimation problem for the slope, β(t). The inset shows the variation in time for the goodness of fit (R 2 ) for these cross-sectional scaling relations relative to theory. (d ) The residuals, ξ i , for each city over time. We see that these quantities, with a few exceptions, are relatively stable in time and vary relatively little over timescales of decades as observed for other urban indicators elsewhere [23, 46] . (Online version in colour.)
rates, η(t), γ i (t), typically taking values of a few per cent a year and fluctuating by a fraction of that amount. In modern urban systems, it is usually true that the temporal growth of quantities such as the size of the economy (e.g. gross domestic product (GDP)) or the built-up area of cities is faster than population growth. In ancient and pre-industrial urban systems, both rates were minimal (at most, fractions of a per cent per year) and the growth of the prefactors, Y 0 , could often be neglected, see [41] for an explicit example with rare longitudinal archaeological data. The scaling exponent, β(t), is often the quantity of greatest interest because it expresses the average (over all cities at the same time) nonlinear effects of population-scale on the characteristics of all cities. Technically, the scaling exponent is a rather familiar quantity: it is an average elasticity at fixed time; a derivative of the logarithm of a quantity relative to the logarithm of population at fixed time:
This follows from taking the logarithm of equation
and then the derivative of both sides of the equal sign relative to log N i (t). Since both the prefactor, Y 0 (t), and the variations, ξ i (t), are independent of the population scale, N i (t), the scaling exponent is given by the expression in equation (2.2). This independence of scale is very convenient, as we shall see below, because it means necessarily that these quantities must account for other urban dynamics, including intensive growth, that are by definition independent of population and of the dynamics specific to each city. Given these simple properties, it is particularly convenient to further simplify the scaling relation by centring the data [26] , which is done by defining the averages over all cities in the urban system
We can now take the average over cities in equation (2.3) to obtain
where the variations ξ i (t) disappear because by definition, 〈ξ〉(t) = 0. This allows us to write the scaling relation in an even simpler form as
which now depends on a single parameter β(t), where Δlog figure 1c ). We can also see that this expression gives us a direct way to estimate the exponent aŝ
whereb i (t) is an estimator of the exponent, β(t). This is noisy but the variations vanish because 〈ξ〉 = 0, leading to hb i(t) ¼ b(t) (note that the variations ξ i are uncorrelated to scale by construction). Given an estimate of β(t), the prefactor log Y 0 (t) can be computed immediately from equation (2.5) given also the averages over cities, equation (2.4).
To illustrate an example of this procedure on data, we analyse a dataset of extra costs due to vehicle congestion in US urban areas, collected by the Texas A&M Transportation Institute (see Material and methods). Road congestion is important for cities because it is a component of the transportation costs that must be balanced by incomes self-consistently [16, 56] . The quantity estimated is a little peculiar itself, because it is not congestion per se, but an estimate of extra costs. It is also not about the entire transportation system of a city but just its cars and trucks. The urban definitions used in the dataset are approximations to US Metropolitan Statistical Areas, which are the standard definitions of functional cities in the USA, but in some cases there are some differences. Nevertheless, we think this dataset serves as an illustrative example for two reasons. First, the dataset has a long history (annually since 1982), maintains consistency, and is openly available. Second, this dataset provides a compelling illustration of varying scaling exponents over time and seemingly different results obtained by using cross-sectional and temporal scaling methods, as illustrated in [32] .
Temporal scaling and its relationship with cross-sectional scaling
A number of studies have recently performed a different (but as we shall see, fundamentally equivalent) form of scaling analysis attributing changes in time for the quantities Y(N i (t), t) to changes in N i (t) [32, 57] . We shall refer to this approach as temporal scaling. This approach starts with temporal averages for each city and then repeats the analysis for all cities, thus following the opposite order of operations in treating population size and time relative to the analysis above. Specifically, temporal scaling analysis posits a scaling relation of the form
where crucially the prefactor, A i , is city-specific but independent of time. As shown below, this tends to make the scaling exponent a i , which is also independent of time but specific for each city, vary strongly between different urban areas.
Examples are shown in figure 2 . The variations χ i (t) no longer vanish in the average over cities but do vanish for each city under time averaging, as they are residuals of a temporal fit. Because both forms of scaling relations are exact (when the variations are included), we can map their parameters to each other. First, take the logarithm of equation
We can now use the analogous procedure as in the cross-sectional case by subtracting the averages,
log Y(N i (t), t) and which are now temporal, denoted by an overbar. We centre the data, in analogy with the procedure in the previous section, to get a one-parameter scaling relation, depending only on the exponent a i
with the exponent (slope)
which can be evaluated on the average over time, since x i ¼ 0.
Substituting the cross-sectional scaling relation of equation (2.3), we obtain a suggestive form expressing the meaning of the temporal exponent as
is the temporal average of β(t). Deriving equation (2.13) uses the fact that β and log N i are uncorrelated by construct: b log N i ¼ b log N i . Finally, it is useful to write some of these quantities in terms of temporal growth rates. For example,
, is the partial average growth rate and h ¼ (1=T) Ð T 0 dt 0 h(t 0 ) is the average over the entire time period under consideration; the time t is the midpoint in the time period. We can analogously define
(2:15) Finally, we can write the temporal exponent as 6.2450 6.2475 6.2500 6.2525 6.2550 6.2575 6.2600 6.2625 6. of the temporal exponent, appreciate some of its particular cases, and specify the precise circumstances when a i coincides with the cross-sectional scaling exponent, β. Specifically consider the following sequence of simplifications and correspondingly more particular situations, which may correspond to different scenarios of urban development:
Scaling residuals are time-independent or vanishingly small (j i (t) ¼ j i ):
Note how the time dependence of the cross-sectional scaling exponent, β(t), induces a population scale dependence of a i , a result derived by other means in [46] .
The cross-sectional exponent is time-independent (β(t) = β):
(2:18)
Note that this condition is in addition to the condition above.
The growth rates for the scaling prefactor and city population are time-independent (η(t) = η, γ i (t) = γ i ):
The growth rate of the prefactor (intensive growth) is zero, while population growth remains non-vanishing (η = 0, γ i ≠ 0):
(2:20)
Each one of these simplifications may apply (and be assumed in modelling) separately from the others, of course. The point is that the two exponents, cross-sectional and temporal, only coincide when three conditions are met: there is no intensive growth of the quantity of interest (η = 0), the scaling exponent β is time-independent, and the scaling residuals ξ i (t) are either vanishingly small or timeindependent. Of these three conditions, the first is by far the most important ( figure 3) .
In appendix A, we also present a simplified derivation for (2.19) and (2.20) under the special case of constant growth rates and no scaling deviations.
Although traffic congestion exhibits variable scaling exponents over time, both exponents and residuals for other salient urban properties have been observed to be quite stable [5, 16, 23] , with the latter expected to be stationary on theoretical grounds [16] and are observed to typically change slowly on the timescale of decades [23] . For most modern cities-especially in high-income nations-intensive growth rates, such as for the economy as a whole, are several times larger than population growth rates, leading to potentially large deviations of a i relative to β. This deviation in the two exponents is especially large when population growth rates become vanishingly small (the average population growth rate for US cities is now smaller than 1% per year, and it is smaller in Europe and high-income nations in Asia). As equation (2.19) shows, these small growth rates can lead to unstable exponent a i , which can diverge to infinity. We see this effect over the cities in the USA, which experienced very small or negative population growth over the last few decades, especially deindustrializing urban areas such as Pittsburgh, Cleveland and Detroit. This parameter instability is not, in general, a desirable property of any observable quantity. As equations (2.13) and (2.16) show, this unstable behaviour is not fundamental: it is the result of the misallocation of an endogenous intensive growth rate to scale effects of a city that is not growing, thus leading to inconsistency and associated spurious divergence.
Discussion
Cross-sectional and temporal analyses are among the most fundamental of methodological strategies for investigating variables capturing systemic behaviour. The former animates comparative analysis, while the latter renders dynamics visible. Cities are complex systems, demonstrating at once nonlinear effects of scale, scale-independent temporal changes, and other demographic and local factors. Cross-sectionality and temporality are both necessary perspectives to understand urban systems.
A clear theoretical understanding of the general properties of cities is necessary to make sense of diverse applications of scaling to urban data. Scaling analysis asks how scale affects systemic performance, and how these effects have crosssectional and temporal dimensions. Whether scaling analysis is performed cross-sectionally or temporally thus matters as this decision leads to different measured parameters with The estimator provides the correct result on average but is sensitive to points where log N i (t) À log N i % 0, which are more common for large estimated exponents. Some of the most extreme points, see figure 2d , are not shown because they would dominate the figure and render other variations hard to see (a complete version of the figure is provided in appendix C). The red points show the same estimator, neglecting the contribution of the residuals ξ i (last term in equation (2.13)). We observe that this term introduces some variations, but its absence remains consistent with the OLS estimator. Green points show the estimator including only the first and third terms, while black the first and second terms of equation (2.13): we observe that the contributions from the second and third terms introduce large fluctuations in the estimate that partially cancel each other out, as can be easily observed via the approximate symmetry about the solid line. (Online version in colour.)
royalsocietypublishing.org/journal/rsif J. R. Soc. Interface 17: 20190846 different meanings. Here, we have demonstrated that the way scaling is most typically done, cross-sectionally and regularly spaced over time, is equivalent to temporal scaling analysis, where changes in an urban quantity for a specific city over time is compared to temporal changes in that city's population change.
The resulting scaling exponents coincide in specific simplifying limits: zero intensive growth rate of the urban property [36, 58] , time-independent scaling exponents, and small or time-independent cross-sectional residuals. The scaling exponents, β, have a specific meaning in urban scaling theory in terms of the magnitude of network effects realized on average in cities. This is proportional to the relevant network's average degree, which has a theoretical upper bound at β ≤ β max = 2, for a fully connected network (this limit is known as Metcalfe's law) [16] . However, if intensive change is attributed to population variation when in effect there is no population growth, the temporal exponents diverge to infinity with unstable signs depending on fluctuations, often resulting in cases when |a i | ≫ β max , as shown in figures 2-3. This behaviour illustrates how temporal scaling exponents acquire different meanings and do not directly reflect interaction networks in cities. Our result gives an explicit formalization of the relationship between the cross-sectional and temporal exponents, and is agnostic to the underlying mechanism of the scaling behaviour.
The deviation between temporal and cross-sectional scaling is a feature of only certain types of systems. Scaling relationships have been much studied in biological systems, typically using the mass of an organism to be the size measure. In mammals, the cross-sectional and temporal scaling exhibit the same exponent. For example, the scaling of total metabolic rate, β = a i = 3/4, is found across species of different size and across developmental time for the same organism [59] . These findings suggest that changes in an animal's metabolism is fully due to the increase in size (extensive growth). For other organisms' features, the connection between temporal and cross-sectional scaling is more complicated. Biomass production rates in mammals exhibit identical relationships for temporal and cross-sectional scaling relationships, but only in the case of early organism growth after which temporal scaling breaks down [59, 60] (see appendix B). Compared to the scaling of animals, scaling of cities has the notable feature of intensive changes, which is an important factor affecting the socio-economic outputs of cities. [5] .
The divergences in the temporal exponents, a i , are completely understandable analytically, as we have shown here. Whether one chooses one form of scaling analysis over another comes down to what questions are being posed about an urban system. It is typical for data on urban systems to have size variation spanning several orders of magnitude crosssectionally and supporting significant statistics for scaling exponents, while few cities have grown orders of magnitude in recorded temporal data, leading to large fluctuations in estimated scaling exponents. The analysis performed here points to the much greater utility of estimating urban scaling parameters cross-sectionally: it produces exponents and residuals with greater temporal stability and the quality of fitting for scale-invariant relations is consistently better. Furthermore, the estimated scaling parameters have a more direct connection to theory, describing agglomeration and network effects in cities which have long been the subject of study in geography and economics.
Material and methods
Data on excess congestion costs and other interesting properties of automobile traffic in US urban areas are available from the Texas A&M Transportation Institute (https://mobility.tamu.edu/umr/ congestion-data/), which updates the analysis and data annually as part of their report Urban Mobility Scorecard. The urban units reported in this dataset approximate a somewhat restricted (smaller) definition of Metropolitan Statistical Areas (LMAB 2019, private communication), which have been created and updated by the US Census Bureau systematically since the 1960s, as the fundamental urban socio-economic units nationwide.
The mathematical derivations in the main text are quite involved. To help demonstrate the main ideas of the manuscript, we provide a more straightforward derivation for a special case of the main text, with constant growth rates and no deviation from scaling. In this section, we will derive equations (2.19) and (2.20) of the main text with the simpler procedure.
In the special case where scaling residuals are negligible, the cross-sectional scaling is represented as
The temporal scaling exponent a i can be represented as the slope of a city's trajectory on the log scale,
where Δt is a small time interval. Plug equation (A 1) in equation (A 2), and Taylor expand β(t + Δt) for small Δt: β(t + Δt) = β(t) + β 0 (t)Δ(t) + O(Δt 2 ). After some algebra, we have,
Divide both sides of equation (A 3) by Δt, and take the continuum limit as Δt → 0, we have,
The growth rates η and γ, as defined in the main text, follow η = dlog Y 0 (t)/dt, and γ i = dlog N i (t)/dt. Plug these relationships into equation (A 4), we have,
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Rearrange terms, we have,
With time-independent β, the derivative β 0 (t) = 0. Then equation (A 6) simplifies to
confirming the results in equations (2.19) and (2.20) of the main text.
Appendix B. Biological examples
In contrast to urban systems, the temporal scaling of many biological systems follows quite different behaviour. The life-cycle growth of many organisms has been understood in terms of the total available metabolism, which scales with body size, partitioned into growth and maintenance terms [59] . For mammals the total metabolic power scales with body size following an exponent of β = 3/4, while the maintenance metabolism has an exponent of 1 which implies an asymptotic size. Taken together these two features imply that the growth rate of an organism is given by
where for organisms N i is the number of cells in the body, E c is the energy to create a cell, B 0 is the normalization constant of metabolic rate, and B c is the metabolic rate to support a cell. In this framework organisms of any size, and at any point along their temporal growth trajectory, follow B = B 0 m β /m β c for metabolic rate (m c is the mass of a cell), and the resulting growth trajectories are consistent with data. It is interesting to consider the downstream effects of this model on other features. For example, if we consider the normalized biomass production rate as our Y = (1/N i )(dN i )(dt) of interest then it is important to note that the organismal growth equation does not reflect pure temporal scaling. For early times the temporal scaling will follow N bÀ1 i , but eventually this term is overtaken by B c because if β < 1 the organism asymptotes in size. Temporal scaling is only appropriate to consider over a certain range of time during early organism growth.
The asymptotic size (β < 1) is found at dN i /dt = 0 and is given by N max = (B 0 /B c ) 1/(1−β) , which allows us to rewrite the normalized biomass production equation as
For both cross-sectional and temporal scaling, it is convenient to consider the system size at a particular fraction of the asymptotic size, N i = εN max , in which case we have
The cross-sectional scaling can be found by considering a fixed value of ε in which case Y / N bÀ1 max for any value of ε. Thus the temporal and cross-sectional scaling relationships for Y have identical exponents for animals, but only in the case of early organism growth after which temporal scaling breaks down. 
